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In 2018 we invested more than $493,000
in grants to local charities. Ranging in
size from $500 to $50,000, these grants
support work of building a vital community
for everyone in areas that include housing,
education, care for those in need, the arts,
recreation and the environment.

Strengthening community connections
The 2018 Vital Community Grants were awarded to more than
twenty local charities that are working to strengthen community
connections in the Peterborough area. Projects focused on creating
welcoming spaces for children and youth, addressing the root causes of
marginalization, reducing isolation for seniors, building relationships for
reconciliation and creating opportunities for making new connections.
These grants were made possible by contributions from funds held
at the Community Foundation, including the Arts & Culture Fund,
BarM5 Fund, Betty & Bill Morris Fund, Hallpike Fund, Housing Fund,
Jack & Pat Bingleman Fund, Kamerin Fund, Mayor Bennett Fund,
Michael Edwards Memorial Fund and the Vital Community Fund.
For a full list of 2018 grant recipients, please visit our website at cfgp.ca.

Recipients of the 2018 Vital
Community Grants gathered for a
celebration at the Mount Community
Centre in November.

Leveraged by community philanthropy
The Fulcrum Café is a gathering space at the Mount Community
Centre which serves as a place for learning and skill development,
a social enterprise and a step toward improved food security in our
community. The Community Foundation is proud to have helped
leverage the creation of the Fulcrum Café with a $300,000 grant
awarded in 2017 in partnership with an anonymous donor.

Jennifer DeBues, the Community
Foundation’s Director, Operations
& Granting speaks at the naming
announcement for the Fulcrum Café.

When offered the privilege of naming the café this past fall, we were
drawn to the metaphor of a fulcrum and lever. A fulcrum offers support,
it enables movement, it makes it possible to lift and hold something
up that is otherwise impossibly heavy. It’s a name that speaks to the
pivotal role of philanthropy in our community, and the work of our
Foundation. The Community Foundation exists to make the heavy
lifting of community building a little bit easier, and with the power of
caring local philanthropists as our base, the Foundation is able to help
lift important projects off the ground.

Introducing the 2040 Fund
Established with a generous donation of $2.5 million from an
anonymous donor, the 2040 Fund is an invested flow-through fund
that will draw from both fund capital and investment earnings. It
will provide $165,000 in annual grants to local charities, along with
operating support for the Foundation, each year for the next 20 years.

Diane Richard, Board Chair at the
Community Foundation, presents
a $50,000 grant to support the
Homeward Bound Program.

In 2018, 8 new personalized funds were established at the Community
Foundation. A full list is available on our website at cfgp.ca.

Invested for good
The Foundation works with donors to build sustainable community
resources that can address the challenges and opportunities facing
the Peterborough area now, and for years to come. The Foundation
has a variety of charitable giving options and fund structures to offer
you the levels of support, involvement and recognition you desire.
We work closely with you to align your values, goals and vision with
the community’s needs, offering meaningful giving, professional
management, simplicity and flexibility and lasting impact.

Your philanthropy matters
As your partner in philanthropy, the Community Foundation is your
resource to connect you to the knowledge, opportunities and partners
you need to make a lasting difference in the Peterborough area.
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Connect with John Good to explore your giving goals.
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Children exploring the natural
environment from the teaching dock
at GreenUP’s Ecology Park, restored in
2018 with the support of a grant from
the Community Foundation.
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